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Abandoned Victoria station succumbing to the 
natural world it was designed to keep out

12

Inspired by The La Ribaute Project by Anselm Kiefer 
and his Seven Heavenly Palaces, I adopted my 
project title. 

The photo joiner aims to encapsulate abandoned 
Victoria station succumbing to the natural world 
that it was designed to keep out. This contains 
images of both the past - with historic flashbacks 
of Victoria station, combined with images from the 
present day. Today, images are evident of the state 
of vegetation and overgrowth that is now taking 
over.



The Outdoor City
Sheffield is The Outdoor City.

‘Sheffield is the UK’s leading destination for people seeking city 
culture and outdoor recreation’.

Due to the natural topography, the city can offer a wider 
number of unique outdoor activities. Sheffield is the only city 
in the UK with a National Park within its boundary; the rivers, 
valleys, reservoirs and rocks allow countless outdoor activities 
both outside and within a vibrant and cultural city.

Sheffield is proud of its industrial past. It is a special city still 
of innovation and manufacture. The juxtaposition of modern 
day industry and historic nature seems to provide a harmonic 
relationship with social cultures.

The mapping diagram (left) extends to further 
macro scale to display the extent of green space 
in the wider city. More importantly and in contrast 
to the previous map, it also identifies usable 
public green space in the city (highlighted by bold 
outlines). 

The drawing shows how man-made intervention 
has pierced through this landscape over time - the 
railway, tram line and ring road all making divisions 
in the green space. I also believe it important to 
raise detail above ground and into the air, drawing 
common flight paths where infrastructure permits 
international travel.  

To preserve the landscape and ecologies of 
Sheffield, independent environment groups engage 
with environmental issues within the city. These 
organisations are documented on the map. Some 
are community led, using bottom-up strategies, and 
others are government-led that possess authority 
to engage with aspects of the river and larger areas 
of land. 

However, all allow for a community to become 
engaged. Thus, there could be a possibility and 
opportunities for city-wide communities to link 
together and work coherently with each other to 
facilitate a large-scale change.
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At macro level, different scales of divide within 
Sheffield can be identified. Physical barriers 
seem to divide these areas of the city - the River 
Don ultimately separating the city from Wicker. 
Wicker is separated from Spital Hill by three 
physical barriers - the A61 ring road, A6109 road 
and former railway viaduct - all three distorts 
any transition between the two locations.

Of definite interest is a socio-economic, spatial 
segregation issue. This situation has occurred 
where people of similar backgrounds, country 
of origin, culture and consequently income all 
live concentrated in certain parts of the city - 
obviously separated from other groups. While 
this can be positive and negative, the segregation 
issue in Spital Hill is historically involuntary. 
Over time, this has lead to few interactions 
among the separate resident groups which in 
turn has caused fewer access to opportunities. 

The argument against mapping socio-economies and 
spatial segregations at macro levels is  that a depth of 
understanding of an area cannot be  truly illustrated.  
Just because less development may occur, this does 
not mean that people are necessarily less happy.

A city divided? A divided city.
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Delegation. ‘Citizens holding a clear majority of seats on 
committees with delegated powers to make decisions. Public 
now has the power to assure accountability of the programme 
to them.’ (Dobson, u.d)

The above stakeholder process illustrates how 
knowledge is transferred within the project. 
However it does not truly demonstrate the 
ways the community are placed in a position 
of delegated power - an crucial element to 
successfully implement a new balance between 
social, economical and environmental factors.
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Stakeholders to Learning

The Architect’s role is primarily the initiator to the 
project. Partly, the architect acts as the mediator 
between formal/informal actors and between small-
scale/large-scale actors to collaboratively bring them 
together. 

The program is designed to be founded and devised 
by a team of people who engage with participants 
within the Burngreave community. This core team of 
actors all inherit different expertise and technologies 
which can deeply develop the program in a variety 
of areas.

Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen Participation



MIGRANT GARDEN

These diagrams seek to 
demonstrate the spaces 
of learning within the 
project, and which actors 
within the ‘Stakeholders of 
Learning’ use these spaces.

With reference to the 
‘Stakeholders of Learning’ 
page, different participants 
use their roles and 
responsibilities to engage 
with the learning spaces 
to harvest knowledge  
through physical output. 
Such outputs  have the 
potential to  dictate 
the infrastructural, 
ecological and social 
impacts to the scheme.

WORKSHOP

COMMUNITY PERFORMANCE SPACE

GROWING AREA

TEACHING AREA

SPACES OF LEARNING
USER INVOLVEMENT

6463
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As participative work accumulates and  pods and 
kiosks are added, the pavilion evolves. This plan 
shows just one version of how it could transform 
in the future. 

Previous spaces could be retained or removed, and 
replaced with an alternative space dependent on 
what the future requirements are. 

This focus on random transformations goes 
through a physical and spatial relationship between 
machine and humankind. As there is limited digital 
component, an interaction is created purely 
from merging material movement and human 
movement.

_THE PAVILION
20XX
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Over Your Cities Grass Will Grow dramatically transforms the section  of 
Sheffield. The importance of this new section is to allow nature to reclaim  
its land which man-made intervention previously severed through. It is the 
hope that natural growth transfers to different layers in the hyper-local and 
wider contexts of the city. It becomes a thick landscape.

As such, the section deconstructs a previous political and socio-economic 
divide in the city to instead create a usable productive condition of public 
realm which connects  city cultures, stimulates urban ecologies and increase 
quality of life for every citizen in the city.

THE SECTION
20XX
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As local authority cuts loom over threatened public services throughout the UK, Rochdale is not alone. 

Its self imposed local authority targets are being missed across the board. To counteract this, £64m worth 

of savings has to be secured by Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council over the next three years. As 

a result cuts to essential and widely used services are being made, despite emotional and well backed 

outcries from local groups.

This concerning issue provides the perfect opportunity for Milnrow to once again establish itself as a self 

reliant community. Through a process of devolution, the transfer of governing powers will be gifted back 

to the people of Milnrow. In an age where there is not enough money to go around, and minorities are left 

without, the removal of external agendas will enable local issues to be dealt with by locally minded people.

With the approval of this new local authority structure it is now up to the community of Milnrow to raise 

their expectation of themselves, take control and work together. 

To enable Milnrow through this transition, a system of guiding principles must be put in place with an 

agenda of Open-Source fi rmly at its centre. New structures for the sharing of materials, education and 

skills, and ideas, as a way of forming new meaning full relationships will be formed. The collaborative efforts 

that are expressed as part of this system will enable residents to improve their individual quality of life, 

while also presenting them with the opportunity to take ownership of larger, Milnrow wide issues, of waste 

management, urban planning,  future developments and town management.

This is in no way a reinstatement of the old council structure, but rather a redistribution of ownership to 

the people of Milnrow, instating them with a right to collectively and creatively infl uence the place where 

they live.

M A N I F E S T O    F O R    M I L N R O W

VERSION 1.0

This system advocates new procedures in the imagination and formation of real spaces within an inclusive infrastructure. This approach towards a collaborative use of social integration will manifest itself as a 
transparent operation throughout the course of an integrated public life. As such, this manifesto and any subsequent adopted system or programme is relative to collective change and adaptation by any user.



RADIO STATION CONSULTATION SOCIAL CHILL OUT

INDIVIDUAL

PEER TO PEER

MEETING STUDY

DEMONSTRATION

SEMINAR

LECTURE

FORUM DEPOT WAREHOUSE WORKSHOP

FIG.6
Scenes depicting user profiles and assumed 

work spaces

FIG.7
Process work to developing work space 

combinations
6.
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USER PROFILE

To develop the programme components beyond 
illustrative icons, I created a user profile to 
demonstrate how the component activities my 
manifest through the varying requirements of 
individual and collaborative working environments. 

The user profile scenes depict a range of 
independent working and group based moments, 
as well as some break out  activities, offering more 
social and recuperative environments.

This array of varying moments suggests a clear 
divide between the serious working environments 
and the more informal social spaces, but can these 
two kinds of space be brought together? 

Here I have begun to develop a idea for a series 
of linked spaces. There is larger central point for 
congregating and networking, which is served by 
a series of smaller spaces where intimate groups 
can come together to develop ideas. Once ready 
these smaller groups can converge on the central 
space to present, share and exhibit proposals for 
the reuse of the donated materials.
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FIG.49
Site option development sketch exploring the 

use of courtyards

FIG.50
Sketch section through Materials Archive, 

delivery yard and Exchange

FIG.51
Developed courtyard site option with 

programme component areas

49.

50.
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Once the framework and courtyard concept was 
in place, a more rigorous development of the 
programme components was needed to develop 
the proposal further. 

For this I conducted series of precedent studies 
around the different programme component 
uses in order to understand the reasonable area 
requirements for each space.
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FIG.76
View across the first floor link bridge 
between the classroom wing and the 

observation space

FIG.77
Detail sketch study of the reclaimed timber 

rafters used along the link bridge

FIG.74
View approaching main entrance to Street, 

overlooking the delivery yard

FIG.75
Scene depicting a demonstration activity in 

the exhibition area

74.

75.
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SCENES

These scenes have been arranged to describe how 
the main spaces in the building flow from one to 
another, inviting exploration and integration of all 
the users.

The main entrance off the new civic space 
offers views into the delivery yard and across 
the materials archive. Once inside the, internal 
street is connected to the exhibition space where 
presentations, demonstrations and performances 
are held to showcase the work being produced 
in the building. To the rear of this space a First 
floor link bridge offers elevated views of exhibition 
space, as well as external perspectives of the 
delivery yard and the green corridor to the rear 
of the building. The collaboration space is then 
accessed by ascending through the classroom wing 
from the link bridge. This the busiest part of the 
building, reforms itself daily, with users constantly 
adapting their self organised space to suit new 
challenges and projects. Back on the internal street, 
this bustling thoroughfare sees people bringing 
their unwanted goods and skills for exchanging 
with others. Upon exiting the rear of the building 
access is granted down to the delivery yard via a 
terraced seating area, and on to the green corridor 
for walks along the River Beal.

G R O U N D    F L O O R F I R S T    F L O O RG R O U N D    F L O O R F I R S T    F L O O R
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FIG.78
View of the collaboration space with work 

space modules being constructed

FIG.79
Street scene with collaborators bringing 

materials and skills to exchange

FIG.80
View of delivery yard in full operation

78.
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Cluster of prototypes emphasizing the core theme of the project, 
infrastructure as an ecology. Activating the unused commonhold space 

such as the derelict land at Kaltaneny g. has allowed  for social 
interaction and opportunities for dialogue.

PROTOCOL 7
PROTOTYPES & URBAN DEVICES /  GARDEN AT KALTANENY G. STREET

Bench prototype (made of reclaimed timber)

Allotment prototype using the unused 
commonhold spaces. An opportunity for the 
families in immediate vicinity to grow organic 
food. 

Greenhouse prototype (to be used for 
testing sensitive crops)

Water well prototype (to be used as an 
initial water infrastructure measure)

Garden shed prototype

Energy pod; As an initiative from The 
Laboratory of Critical Urbanism, this 
pod has been developed using community 
batteries which aim to provide the 
necessary energy for the neighbourhood. 

Storage pod; Place to keep materials for 
the local craftsmen and artists, as well as 
equipment for the local nursery.

Individual pod; Opportunity for local makers 
/ craft artists to hire studio space at 
neighbourhood rates.

Local businesses pods; Opportunity for 
small businesses to hire affordable space 
in the newly refurbished garages. There 
is a large variety with businesses varying 
from artisan galleries and boutique shops 
to bistros, sandwich shops and groceries 
shops.

Soup pod (to be used for daily home-cooked 
meals for the residents of Shanghai)

Veggie cart (to be used to provide fresh 
products to the residents of Shanghai who 
can’t commute)
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PROTOCOL 7
PROTOTYPES & URBAN DEVICES /  SMALL ECOLOGY CLUSTER AT KINTY G.

Allotment prototype using the unused 
commonhold spaces. An opportunity for the 
families in immediate vicinity to grow organic 
food. 

Housing prototype

Garden shed prototype

Energy pod; As an initiative from The 
Laboratory of Critical Urbanism, this 
pod has been developed using community 
batteries which aim to provide the 
necessary energy for the neighbourhood. 

Storage pod; Place to keep materials for 
the local craftsmen and artists, as well as 
equipment for the local nursery.

Shading device

Solar panels

Suspended garden

Improved road infrastructure

Bench prototype (made of reclaimed timber)
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Dear Jana,
I have been thinking about you 
and Dan lately. I wanted to 

invite you to our neighbourhood’s 
Streetfood Festival this weekend. 
Marija is cooking her famous soup!



PROTOCOL 7.4
NURSERY + LAUNDRETTE PROTOTYPE

Silvia, Childminder: It lovely to see 
the corn crops growing so well. 
The kids did a brilliant job last 
week.
I’ll ask Malina to make them corn 
on cob on Friday. They’ll love it!

Asta, Community Gardener: Rufus, 
you better not run through my 
spring onions. They are going to be 
ready next week, just in time for the 
Shanghai Streetfood Festival. The 
kids will be so happy.

A sunny day at Nendre Nursery & Community Laundrette.  
The pupils are about to come outside for a lesson on how to 

grow radishes and celery with community gardener, Asta.



PROTOCOL 7.4
NURSERY + LAUNDRETTE PROTOTYPE

Asta, Community Gardener: 
Nendre Nursery and Community 
Laundrette has offered me the 
most amazing way to retire 
from my desk bound profession. 
Growing food with the children is 
my life’s passion.

Emilija, 5 year old pupil:
I am so happy I can be here with 
all the other children on our 
street. I have always wanted to 
play with them, especially with 
the twins, Darina and Alberta.

Eugenjiu, Chef:

What products are you bringing us 
today? I was really keen on doing 
a butternut squash stew - are 
those ready yet?

Community Laundrette 
Facility

Entrance zone
Spatial division between the 
two uses of the prototype

Multi-discliplinary space

Nursery room 
(0-1 years old)

Nursery room 
(1-3 years old)

Nursery room 
(3-5 years old)

Kitchen / Dining space

Head Teacher’s house

Informal teaching space
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